SWIMMING LIGHTS CABLE ROLLING INSTRUCTIONS
If you expect a long lasting operational life of your swimming lights cable, then please follow these 3
easy steps on how to roll it out and in. Following these exact steps without missing any of them,
guarantees a long life that can last up to several years of operation. This lights cable was
manufactured in a way that allows relatively easy repair procedures, in case of damage. Please
contact info@pacer2swim.com in case of any need for assistance with your swimming lights cable.
ROLL-IN STEP #1:
grab roller with right hand on
lever, while holding it with foot
and with cable heading to pool
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ROLL-IN STEP #2:
roll in up to grey console cable
and leave the end staying
accessible for pool-less
operation
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ROLL-IN STEP #3:
the wet left-hand fingers always
keep the upper side of the cable
upwards while rolling-in
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ROLL-IN STEP #3:
Always try to distribute the cable
evenly onto the roller by finding
free non-overlapping places
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The most important care must be directed towards rolling the cable onto the roller. The final result
should look more or less like these illustrations below, where the cable is homogeneously rolles-in,
always with its upper side facing upwards/outwards. This avoids the cable from twisting onto itself
and, thus, from prematurely breaking wires from the inside. Unrolling your swimming lights cable
works very easily, again in 3 steps: holding the roller, one swimmer pulling the cable out of the roller
with help of the holder's right hand on the lever, placing the weights whereever needed.
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Extra hints to further prolong the life and warranty of your swimming lights cable:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The roller should be placed in a way that minimized water spillage over/onto it
Near the water, the roller must always be correctly oriented and with the buzzer downwards
Never pull the cable with too much strenght, as the cable/lights may get damaged
Never try to pull the cable out of the roller without manual help over the roller lever
Although the lights are very robust, try not stepping on them too hard, to avoid damage
Never leave the lights lane under direct sunshine, unless under warter inside the pool
Always avoid the cable from getting knots or any other kind of uneven/unlinear looks
Never attempt to cut or puncture the cable or the lights, as it may cause severe damage
Any visible mishandling affects/shortens/voids warranty for this swimming lights cable
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